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Abstract—Among the emerging nonvolatile memory (NVM)
technologies, some resistive memories, including phase change
memory (PCM), spin-transfer torque magnetic random access
memory (STT-RAM), and metal-oxide resistive RAM (ReRAM),
have been considered as promising replacements of conventional dynamic RAM (DRAM) to build future main memory
systems. Main memory databases can benefit from their nice
features, such as their low leakage power and nonvolatility, the
high density of PCM, the good read performance and low read
energy consumption of STT-RAM, and the low cost of ReRAM’s
crossbar architecture. However, they also have some disadvantages, such as their long write latency, high write energy, and
limited lifetime, which bring challenges to database algorithm
design for NVM-based memory systems. In this paper, we focus
on the design of the ubiquitous B+ -tree, aiming to make it
NVM-friendly. We present a basic cost model for NVM-based
memory systems which distinguishes writes from reads, and propose detailed CPU cost and memory access models for search,
insert, and delete operations on a B+ -tree. Based on the proposed
models, we analyze the CPU costs and memory behaviors of the
existing NVM-friendly B+ -tree schemes, and find that they suffer
from three issues. To address these issues we propose three different schemes. Experimental results show that our schemes can
efficiently improve the performance, reduce the memory energy
consumption, and extend the lifetime for NVM-based memory
systems.
Index Terms—Algorithm design, B+ -tree, cost model, main
memory database, nonvolatile memory (NVM).

I. I NTRODUCTION
MERGING nonvolatile memory (NVM) technologies
have been developed and studied to be adopted in
memory systems, since the conventional memory technologies, such as static random access memory (SRAM) and
dynamic RAM (DRAM), are facing the scalability challenges,
e.g., the increasing leakage power dissipation [1]. Among
the emerging NVMs, some resistive memories, including
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phase change memory (PCM), spin-transfer torque magnetic
RAM (STT-RAM), and metal-oxide resistive RAM (ReRAM),
have been considered as promising replacements of DRAM for
building future main memory systems [2]–[4].
Compared with the modern DRAM technology, the emerging NVMs consume near-zero idle power and have better
scalability. Owing to their nonvolatility, they are free of
refresh penalty, which has recently been found a big issue
of DRAM as its density advances [5]. Additionally, they can
support the durability property that traditional main memory databases (MMDBs) built upon volatile memory do not
facilitate. Moreover, PCM and ReRAM offer a higher density
than DRAM; the multilevel cell (MLC), multilayer structure,
and 3-D stacking technologies can further enhance their density [4]. Therefore, under the same area constraint, they can
provide a larger memory capacity, and can store most or all
of the data in the main memory for many database applications. A previous study has shown that a 4× increase in
the memory capacity reduces the number of page faults by
5× on average [2]. Although STT-RAM does not have a
density advantage, it provides better read and write performance and energy as well as higher endurance than PCM and
ReRAM [3]. With the continuous advance in these technologies, they are anticipated for use in building energy-efficient
nonvolatile main memory systems of the near future.
Although the nice features of PCM, STT-RAM, and
ReRAM bring great benefits to MMDBs, new challenges arise
due to some of their characteristics. Different from DRAM,
they have asymmetric read/write properties. Their read latencies are comparable to that of DRAM, but their write latencies
are much slower than their corresponding read latencies [6].
In addition, their write operations consume much more energy
than their read operations [6]. They also suffer from endurance
issues, and thus we need to specifically consider their wear-out
problems. These unique characteristics change the assumptions
that have served as the basis in the designs of conventional
database algorithms, making them suboptimal for the emerging NVM-based main memory systems. Aiming to tackle this
issue, we re-examine the design of database algorithms. As
writes are much more expensive than reads in these emerging
NVMs, the new algorithm design goal is to reduce memory
writes, even at the cost of increasing reads.
In this paper, we focus our attempt on B+ -tree, the
widely used index structure in both MMDBs and disk-resident
databases (DRDBs), to design an NVM-friendly variant of
B+ -tree. Previously, Chen et al. [7] proposed unsorted node
schemes in their redesign of B+ -tree algorithm for PCM. They
showed that, using unsorted nodes instead of sorted nodes in
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the tree can effectively reduce the write accesses required for
keeping the nodes in a sorted order. However, we find that the
unsorted node schemes suffer from three problems, according
to the analytical results from our proposed cost model for the
operations of B+ -tree on NVM-based memory systems. We
then propose three techniques to address those problems.
In the evaluation, we compare our proposed sub-balanced
unsorted node scheme, overflow node scheme, and merging factor scheme with the existing NVM-friendly unsorted
node scheme and the original B+ -tree algorithm, for PCM,
STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based main memories under the
insert-, search-, and delete-only workloads. The experiment
results show that, for insert operations, both the unsorted
node scheme and the sub-balanced unsorted node scheme can
reduce the write accesses and memory energy consumption
efficiently for NVM-based systems when the node size ranges
from 4 to 16 cache lines. For example, they reduce the write
accesses by 19.3%–62.1%, and save the memory energy consumption by 15.0%–66.8% for the PCM-based main memory.
However, the sub-balanced unsorted node scheme has better
execution time than the unsorted node scheme by removing
the computation-intensive sorting before node splits, for example, reducing the execution time by 1.1%–5.5% for STT-RAM
and ReRAM-based systems when the node size ranges from
2 to 16 cache lines. For search operations, they have similar execution time and memory energy consumption; and
for delete operations, the sub-balanced unsorted node scheme
has better execution time and memory energy consumption
than the unsorted node scheme. The experiment results also
demonstrate that, when the node size is 2 cache lines, the
unsorted node scheme as well as the sub-balanced unsorted
node scheme cannot effectively reduce the write accesses in
insert operations, because the tree reorganization causes a lot
of writes and they are not able to reduce them. Then, we
evaluate our proposed overflow node scheme for small branching factors and node sizes, and the experiment results show
that it can reduce the write accesses efficiently in insert and
delete operations. When the node size is 2 cache lines and
the branching factor is 6, compared with the unsorted node
scheme, it decreases the write accesses by 11.5%–18.2% as
the overflow factor varies from 1 to 4 under the insert-only
workload, and by 12.4% when the overflow factor is 2 under
the delete-only workload. We also evaluate our merging factor
scheme on the original B+ -tree, the unsorted node scheme, the
sub-balanced unsorted node scheme, and the overflow node
scheme, by varying the merging factor from 0.5 to 0 under
a delete-only workload. The experiment results present that,
for delete operations in all NVM-based systems, as the merging factor decreases, the execution time, the read and write
accesses, and the memory energy consumption all decrease,
with an increase in the space usage. Therefore, the merging
factor scheme provides more tradeoff options.
In this paper, we make the following three contributions.
1) We develop a basic cost model for NVM-based memory systems, reflecting their asymmetric read/write
properties. Accordingly, we also build detailed CPU
computation and memory access models for search,
insert, and delete operations on a B+ -tree.
2) We use our cost model to analyze the existing
NVM-friendly schemes for B+ -tree, i.e., the unsorted

node schemes proposed by Chen et al. [7]. The results
show three problems.
a) In insert operations the node splits are CPU-costly,
because sorting the keys in an unsorted node before
a split requires intensive computations.
b) The write accesses in insert operations cannot be
reduced effectively when branching factors and
node sizes are both small, because in this case tree
reorganization incurs a lot of writes.
c) The delete operations may waste space significantly because a node is not deleted until it
becomes empty.
3) To address the aforementioned problems, we propose
three schemes to adapt B+ -tree for the emerging NVMs
as follows.
a) The sub-balanced unsorted node scheme which
alleviates the computational overhead of sorting
before a split is incurred in insert operations.
b) The overflow node scheme which can efficiently
reduce the write accesses in insert operations when
the existing schemes do not work.
c) The merging factor scheme which provides more
effective tradeoffs among execution time, memory energy consumption, memory space usage, and
NVM endurance in delete operations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the background and related work
on PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM technologies, NVM-based
system design, MMDB index, and cost model for database
algorithms. In Section III, we present a basic cost model
for NVM-based memory systems, and design detailed CPU
cost and memory access models for search, insert, and delete
operations on a B+ -tree. Moreover, based on the models we
build, we analyze existing NVM-friendly schemes for B+ -tree.
In Section IV, we propose new schemes that effectively
adapt B+ -tree to exploit the full potential of the emerging
NVMs without suffering from the issues arising in the existing
schemes. In Section V, we conduct experimental study to evaluate the proposed B+ -tree variants with the state-of-the-art. We
conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we introduce the basics of PCM, STT-RAM,
and ReRAM, and related work on NVM-based system design,
index for MMDB, and cost model for database algorithms.
A. PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM Basics
Among the emerging NVMs, resistive random access memory, is a type of NVM that uses the cell resistance to store
the information by changing it between a high-resistance
state (HRS) and a low-resistance state (LRS). It is known
as ReRAM for short. However, ReRAM typically refers to
metal-oxide ReRAM, a subset using metal oxides as resistive
switches. In this paper, we use the term “ReRAM” in a typical
way. PCM and STT-RAM are also resistive memories.
PCM exploits the unique behavior of phase change material, e.g., chalcogenide glass, which enters two different
states under different heating temperatures and durations [2].
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Basics of NVM cell structures (not to scale). (a) PCM cell. (b) STT-RAM cell. (c) ReRAM cell. (d) 1T1R cell structure.

These two states, termed as amorphous state (HRS) and
crystalline state (LRS), have significantly different electrical resistivities, and thus they can represent “0” and “1,”
respectively. Moreover, as this material can achieve several
distinct intermediate states, it has the ability to represent multiple bits in a single cell. Fig. 1(a) depicts a PCM cell. PCM
adopts the one-transistor–one-resistor (1T1R) cell structure, as
shown in Fig. 1(d). Like a DRAM cell, each PCM cell has an
access transistor to prevent the disturbance with other cells.
STT-RAM is a new generation of magnetic RAM, using
spin-transfer torque to switch memory states. Fig. 1(b) shows
a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), the key component to
store the bit information in a STT-RAM cell. An MTJ consists of two ferromagnetic layers and one oxide barrier layer
(e.g., MgO) that separates them. The magnetization direction of one ferromagnetic layer (i.e., reference layer) is fixed,
called reference layer; while that of the other ferromagnetic
layer (i.e., free layer) can be changed by applying a large
enough spin polarized current through MTJ, either in parallel
or anti-parallel with the fixed direction of the reference layer.
“Parallel” indicates MTJ in an LRS; in contrast, “anti-parallel”
means HRS. To improve the density of STT-RAM, MLC
technology is a feasible way. Different from PCM and
ReRAM, we cannot achieve intermediate resistance states for
STT-RAM only by tailoring the switching current/voltage.
To implement MLC STT-RAM, we either stack two MTJs
of different sizes vertically, or make the free layer of one
MTJ possess two domains of different sizes. STT-RAM
also adopts the 1T1R cell structure as shown in Fig. 1(d).
It is called one-transistor–one-MTJ (or 1T1J) cell structure
for STT-RAM.
Fig. 1(c) presents the metal–insulator–metal structure of a
ReRAM cell. It contains a top metal layer, a bottom metal
layer, and a metal-oxide layer in the middle as resistive
switches. There are various oxide materials and metal choices,
and the cell switching behavior depends on their interfacial
properties [8]. According to the widely accepted filamentary model, during a SET (writing “1”) operation, nanoscale
conductive filaments (CFs) are formed and the cell is in an
LRS; during a RESET (writing “0”) operation, the CFs are
cut off and the cell is in a HRS. Like PCM, ReRAM can
achieve the MLC characteristic by controlling the switching current/voltage to obtain several intermediate resistance
levels. [9]. ReRAM has the 1T1R cell structure as shown in
Fig. 1(d). To reduce the cost, ReRAM also supports a crosspoint architecture, which eliminates the access transistor, using
a bidirectional diode as a selector or no selector at all to
achieve the smallest cell size of 4F 2 .

TABLE I
C OMPARISONS OF D IFFERENT M EMORY
T ECHNOLOGIES [3], [4], [6], [10], [11]

Despite of different materials and technologies, PCM,
STT-RAM, and ReRAM have some common characteristics.
First, all have asymmetric read and write performance and
energy. The reason is that the READ current/voltage they
use is smaller and with a shorter duration than WRITE so
as not to perturb the cell state. Table I compares PCM,
STT-RAM, and ReRAM with DRAM. Their write latency is
several times longer than their read latency, and their write
energy consumption is several times higher than their read
energy consumption. Second, they all have the write endurance
problem, i.e., each cell will be worn out after a limited number of writes. PCM suffers from the most severe endurance
issue. ReRAM is two or three orders of magnitude better
than PCM in endurance; although STT-RAM has the best
endurance among these three emerging NVMs, it is not free
of this issue. Moreover, they are all nonvolatile and have low
idle power.
From Table I, we also find that, compared with DRAM,
PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM have longer write latency and
higher write energy. In addition, PCM and ReRAM can provide a higher density than DRAM. Although STT-RAM does
not have the density advantage, its read and write latency and
energy are better than those of PCM and ReRAM, providing
another tradeoff among memory capacity, performance, and
energy consumption.
A lot of research studies has been conducted to tackle
their challenges and make them more feasible memory/storage
replacements. Some studies improve their lifetime by using
wear leveling strategies [2], [12], [13] or reducing redundant
writes [12], [14], [15]. Some deal with the long write latency
by using a DRAM buffer at the architecture level [2] or by
reducing redundant writes at the bit level [12], [14], [15].
In this paper, we explore to reduce the write accesses at the
algorithm level in order to achieve performance gain, energy
saving, and lifetime extension in NVM-based memory systems.
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B. NVM-Based System Design
With their unique characteristics, the read/write costs of
emerging NVMs are no longer aligned with the assumptions
of the underlying memory systems that have motivated various system designs, including file system design, operating
system (OS) design, as well as database system design.
Condit et al. [16] proposed a new file system based
on the properties of persistent, byte-addressable NVMs.
Bailey et al. [17] examined the implications of fast and cheap
NVMs on OS functions and mechanisms.
Chen et al. [7] proposed to rethink database algorithms for
PCM, which inspires this paper. They present analytical metrics for PCM endurance, energy, and latency, and use them
to improve two core databases techniques, B+ -tree index and
hash joins, for PCM. Their goal for designing PCM-friendly
algorithms is to reduce the number of writes while maintaining good cache performance. To improve B+ -tree index, they
used unsorted nodes instead of sorted nodes in the tree, saving the writes incurred by sorting a node. The unsorted node
schemes are simple and effective. However, they suffer from
some issues that our proposed schemes avoid.
Hu [18] proposed a predictive B+ -tree, called Bp -tree, for
PCM-based database systems. She uses a small DRAM buffer
to maintain a small B+ -tree for current insertions, and predicts
future data distribution based on the summary of previously
inserted keys in a histogram. Space is preallocated in the memory for data to be accessed in the near future so as to reduce
the data movements caused by node splits and merges. Our
approach is different as we minimize the hardware overhead
and extra design efforts by avoiding the usage of additional
DRAM buffer.
C. Index for Main Memory Database
MMDB systems [19] maintain most of the database or all of
the database in the main memory. Compared with conventional
DRDB systems, access time is reduced by orders of magnitude in DRAM-based database systems. The design goals of
data structures and algorithms for MMDB are to reduce overall computation time, minimize memory space consumption,
reduce cache misses, and minimize costly memory accesses.
Indexing techniques play an essential role in database systems due to their strength in speeding up associative search
and retrieval of data records. Various indexing techniques,
roughly classified as hash-based indexes and tree-like indexes,
have been developed. Hash-based indexes, such as chained
bucket hashing, linear hashing, and extendible hashing, can
locate target data very efficiently owing to hash function calculation. However, they are inherently constrained to support
exact search only. Tree-like indexes, such as AVL tree, B-tree,
T-tree [20] and their variants, by preserving the order of
key values, are able to support range query efficiently and
flexibly. B+ -tree, a variant of B-tree, keeps all data in leaf
nodes and uses the internal nodes to guide the search. It
is easy to maintain and scan while providing fast access to
data. Thus, it is widely used in both DRDB and MMDB systems. Rao and Ross [21] proposed cache sensitive B+ -tree
(CSB+ -tree) to make B+ -tree cache conscious in the main
memory. To build NVM-based database systems, the design of

index structures and algorithms need to be reconsidered due
to the changes in the properties of the underlying memory
systems.
D. Cost Model for Database Algorithms
Since the 1980s, great attention has been given to I/Oefficient algorithm design since disk I/O has been the performance bottleneck for many computer applications including
conventional DRDBs. Aggarwal and Vitter [22], Nodine and
Vitter [23], Vitter and Shriver [24] provided I/O models
for sorting-related problems in single disk and parallel disk
systems.
Later, Boncz et al. [25] and Manegold et al. [26] demonstrated that main-memory access is increasingly a performance
bottleneck for many computer applications including database
systems, and is becoming a more and more significant—
if not the major—cost component of database operations in
MMDB systems. They first focused on hash join and formulated detailed analytical cost models to make optimal use
of hierarchical memory systems in modern computer hardware [25]. Later, they proposed a technique to build generic
database cost models for hierarchical memory systems given
the algorithms’ data access patterns [26]. Accordingly, the
miss numbers of each level cache can be well predicted from
the data access characteristics of the algorithms.
All the cost models introduced above are designed for the
systems with conventional memory and storage technologies.
They do not distinguish read and write accesses to the memory/storage systems because they are equally costly. However,
for NVM-based memory systems, writes are more costly than
reads. The cost model proposed in this paper is designed for
NVM-based main memory systems, which explicitly differentiates write accesses from read accesses in the model of the
memory system.
III. C OST M ODEL
In this section, we first introduce the basic cost model for
NVM-based main memory systems. Then we analyze both the
CPU costs and the memory behaviors of the original B+ -tree
algorithm, formulating the memory access numbers incurred
by each operation. Based on the cost models we have built, we
analyze the existing PCM-friendly unsorted node schemes [7]
to find out how they reduce the write accesses and what
problems they have.
A. Basic Cost Model
For each operation of a B+ -tree in MMDB, either search,
insert, or delete, the execution time T is comprised of three
components, the CPU execution time TCPU including the
access time to the on-chip L1 cache, the access time to all
the cache levels except L1 TCache , and the access time to the
main memory TMem
T = TCPU + TCache + TMem .

(1)

TCPU depends on the computational complexity of the
algorithm used to implement each operation and the performance of the processor. Let I denote the basic instruction
number of the algorithm, CPI denote the average cycle per
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instruction of the processor to execute basic instructions which
does not include memory access latencies in loads and stores,
and f denote the frequency of the processor. Then
TCPU = I × CPI/f .

(2)

For a memory system with l levels of cache, let Mi and Li
denote the miss count and the access latency of the ith level
cache, respectively, for i = 1, 2, . . . , l. Then
TCache =

l−1


Mi × Li+1 .

Mrk

(4)

in which Atotal is the total number of memory accesses, and
Mrk is the average miss rate of the kth level cache. Atotal
simply depends on the algorithm to implement each operation. However, Mrk is determined by a couple of factors,
including both the memory access patterns of the algorithms
and the characteristics of the cache hierarchy (e.g., capacity,
associativity, and replacement policies of each level).
Till now, we have not distinguished read from write both
as memory accesses. SRAM and DRAM have similar read
and write latency. However, for an emerging NVM, its write
latency is much longer than its read latency. We divide TMem
into two parts, the latency of reading cache lines from the
main memory to the last level cache and the latency of writing
cache lines back to the main memory. The second part can be
partially or even completely hidden since writing cache lines
back is not in the critical path. Let Rtotal and Wtotal denote
the total read and write access numbers, then Atotal = Rtotal +
Wtotal . Let LrNVM and LwNVM denote the read and write access
latencies of an emerging NVM. Then
 l


TMem = Rtotal ×
Mri × LrNVM
+ α × Wtotal ×



l


 l



Mri × EwNVM

i=1

k=1

i=1

i=1

+ Wtotal ×

The miss count of the ith level cache
i


NVM, Weartotal , are another two concerns in algorithm design,
besides the total execution time T in (1). To estimate EMem ,
we consider three parts: 1) the read dynamic energy; 2) the
write dynamic energy; and 3) the background energy. Let
ErNVM and EwNVM denote the average energy consumption
of a read access and a write access to NVM, and Ebackground
denote the background energy. Then
 l


EMem = Rtotal ×
Mri × ErNVM

(3)

i=1

Mi = Atotal ×
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Mri × LwNVM

(5)

i=1

in which α describes the average impact of writing cache lines
back on TMem , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Different from the conventional
DRAM-based main memory, for an emerging NVM in which
LwNVM can be several times larger than LrNVM (Table I), writing may significantly stall the front-end cache line fetches.
Therefore, to reduce Wtotal might be beneficial to performance
improvement.
In fact, memory access situations are much more complicated than (3) and (5) show. For example, a read request
and a write request to the same bank will block each other,
that is, the later request has to wait until the previous one
gets completed. Several memory access scheduling schemes
have been proposed to improve performance for DRAM and
NVMs [27], [28].
Because emerging NVMs have high write energy and suffer from the endurance problem, the energy consumption of
the NVM-based main memory, EMem , and the total wear of

+ Ebackground .

(6)

The background energy in NVM is typically much smaller
than the read and write dynamic energy. From Table I, EwNVM
can be several times larger than ErNVM . Therefore, reducing
Wtotal is helpful to save energy.
Each NVM cell has a limited lifetime. Let γ represent the
average number of modified bits per modified cache line, then
 l


Mri .
(7)
Weartotal = γ × Wtotal ×
i=1

Obviously, reducing Wtotal extends the lifetime of NVM.
B. B+ -Tree Parameters
B+ -tree is widely used for indexing in file systems and
database management systems. It has several important parameters. It can have different key types for different applications,
e.g., integer or string of a fixed length. Let key_size denote
the length of a key in unit of bytes.
Node size (node_size) is an important parameter that affects
the performance of B+ -tree. Previous work has suggested that
the node size that results in the best performance should be
a few times of the cache line size (cacheline_size) [29], [30],
e.g., 2 cache lines or 4 cache lines. In modern computers,
cacheline_size is usually 32, 64, or 128 bytes. The best node
size also depends on the branching factor of the tree.
The branching factor (or the order) of a B+ -tree is the maximum number of children that each internal node can have,
denoted by b. Then there are at most b−1 keys and b pointers
in an internal node. The size of a pointer pointer_size is usually four bytes in a 32-bit machine and eight bytes in a 64-bit
machine. For leaves, we assume that a record is a tuple of
<key, pointer>, in which the pointer points to the data value.
Therefore, the leaves have the same node structure with the
internal nodes, and there are at most b − 1 records in a leaf.
Each node also maintains some necessary information in
their node structure, e.g., the number of keys and a flag indicating a leaf or nonleaf node. Let nodeinfo_size denote the
space it takes a node to store the information. Then
b = (node_size − nodeinfo_size + key_size)
/(key_size + pointer_size).
B+ -tree,

(8)

denoted by h, indicates how many
The height of a
nodes in a search path, which means how many nodes we
have to visit from the root to a leaf. Therefore, it is quite
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TABLE II
A NALYTICAL C OST M ODEL FOR A S EARCH O PERATION

We use “floor rounding plus 1” in (12), because we consider
the case of k = 1 and the fact that the first cache line must
be accessed as some necessary information (e.g., the number
of keys in this node) is stored there.
Table II also summarizes Rtotal for the two search algorithms. Usually, αB is larger than αL , e.g., αB = 2αL . From
Table II, we can find that when b or node_size is small, linear
search might have better performance than binary search.

important to the search performance of a B+ -tree. Given the
total number of records that a B+ -tree holds, say N, we can
estimate the height of the tree with the branching factor of the
tree and another parameter—the full factor of the tree.
Definition 1: The full factor of a B+ -tree is the ratio of the
average number of children that each internal node has to the
branching factor, denoted by f , 0.5 ≤ f ≤ 1.
For a randomly inserted B+ -tree, our experimental results
show that 0.75 is a good estimate of its full factor. It is reasonable to assume that the leaves are similarly full to the internal
nodes. Then we can estimate the height of a B+ -tree


(9)
h = logf ·b N .
C. Search
To search a record (key), a path whose length is the height
of the tree is followed, from the very root to the very leaf.
Therefore, h nodes are accessed along the path. For searching
a key within one node, we consider two algorithms: 1) linear
search and 2) binary search.
To search the position of a key in an array of size n with
linear search, the maximum number of iterations is n, and the
average performance is n/2. However, with binary search, the
maximum number of iterations is log2 n+1, and the average
performance is log2 n. Let αL and αB denote the CPU time of
each iteration in linear search and in binary search, then TCPU
for the two search algorithms can be estimated as shown in
Table II (in which “L” denotes linear and “B” denotes binary).
Ideally, there are no write involved in search operations. We
analyze the read access numbers (in unit of cache lines) of the
two algorithms as follows. The average usage of each node in
unit of cache lines is

node_size
.
(10)
k= f·
cacheline_size
For each linear search operation, we assume the probability
to access 1 − k cache lines is the same, and then the average
read access number is
Rlinear =

k

1
i=1

k

When node_size > cacheline_size, 1 in (13) comes from
updating the node length in the first cache line of the node.
For a split in a full node, either a leaf or nonleaf node, the
write access number involved is

node_size/2
node_size/4
1
+
Wsplit =
2
cacheline_size
cacheline_size

node_size/2
1
+1
+
2
cacheline_size


node_size/2
node_size/4
1
=
+
+1 .
cacheline_size
2
cacheline_size
(14)
Each insert operation (inserting a record to a B+ -tree) incurs
exactly one common insertion, and zero or a few splits. The
average number of splits that an insert operation incurs can be
calculated by
1
1
1
+ ··· +
+
2
f · b − 1 ( f · b − 1)
( f · b − 1)h
1
.
(15)
≈
f ·b−2

Psplit =

Then the average Wtotal for an insert operation is
Wtotal_Insert = Wcomins + Psplit × Wsplit .

· i = (1 + k)/2


f · node_size
= 1+
cacheline_size

D. Insert
To insert a record to a B+ -tree, a search is performed first
to determine in which leaf and to which position the record
should be inserted. Within the target leaf, inserting the record
would involve a lot of reads and writes since on average half
the number of records in the node need to be shifted; and if
the leaf is full, it needs to be split into two nodes, and a key
needs to be inserted to the parent node; and a split can be
propagated upward even to the root.
For an insertion to a nonfull node, called “a common insertion,” either a leaf or nonleaf node, the average write access
number involved is
⎧
⎨ 1, if node_size = cacheline_size
f · node_size/2
(13)
Wcomins =
,
otherwise.
⎩1 +
cacheline_size

2.

(11)

For each binary search operation, the average read access
number is estimated as

Rbinary = log2 k + 1


f · node_size
= log2
+ 1.
(12)
cacheline_size

(16)

We find that all the data that are written are needed to
be read first. Therefore, the estimate of Rtotal for an insert
operation is
Rtotal_Insert = Rtotal_Search + Wtotal_Insert .

(17)

The dominant component of the CPU time for an insert
operation is the search part, so we can simply estimate TCPU as
TCPU_Insert = TCPU_Search .

(18)
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E. Delete
The cost analysis of a delete operation is a bit more complicated than that of insert. Deleting a record from a B+ -tree
also executes a search first to determine in which leaf and
from which position the record should be deleted. Deleting a
key from a node may incur a borrow or a merge, and a merge
can be propagated upward even to the root.
For “a common deletion,” which does not incur a borrow or
merge, from either a leaf or nonleaf node, half the number of
keys in the node on average need to be shifted, so the average
write access number involved is
⎧
⎨ 1, if node_size = cacheline_size
f · node_size/2
(19)
Wcomdel =
,
otherwise.
⎩1 +
cacheline_size
When we delete a key from a half-full node, if one of its sibling nodes is more than half full, we will borrow a key from it;
otherwise, we will merge the node with one sibling node. For
borrowing a key from a right sibling node, we need to modify
at most two cache lines in the node itself, one for the insertion
of the borrowed key to the end, and the other for updating the
node length if they are not in the same cache line. In the right
sibling node we need to shift all the keys to the left by one
position since the first key is lent. We also need to update the
parent node by changing one key. We assume that the right sibling node is similar to half full, then the write access number
incurred by borrowing a key from a right sibling node is
⎧
⎨ 3, if node_size = cacheline_size
node_size/2
(20)
Wborrow_r =
,
otherwise.
⎩3 +
cacheline_size
For borrowing a key from a left sibling node, the write
access number incurred is the same with borrowing a key from
a right sibling node
Wborrow_l = Wborrow_r = Wborrow .

(21)

Therefore, we use Wborrow to denote the write access number
incurred by borrowing from either a right or a left sibling
node.
For a merge of two half-full nodes, either leaves or nonleaf
nodes, the write access number involved is
⎧
⎨ 2, if node_size = cacheline_size
node_size/2
(22)
Wmerge =
,
otherwise.
⎩2 +
cacheline_size
A merge will result in a common deletion or a borrow in the
parent node, or propagate a merge upward.
Each delete operation (deleting a record from a B+ -tree)
incurs 0 or a few merges, and one common deletion or one
borrow. Let Pborrow denote the average number of borrows that
a delete operation incurs and let Pmerge denote the average
number of merges that a delete operation incurs. Then the
average Wtotal for a delete operation is
Wtotal_Delete = (1 − Pborrow ) × Wcomdel
+ Pborrow × Wborrow + Pmerge × Wmerge .

(23)

All the data that are written are needed to be read first.
Therefore, the estimate of Rtotal for a delete operation is
Rtotal_Delete = Rtotal_Search + Wtotal_Delete .

(24)
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The dominant component of the CPU time for a delete
operation is still the search part, so we can simply estimate
TCPU as
TCPU_Delete = TCPU_Search .

(25)

F. Analysis of Existing Unsorted Node Schemes
In the insert and delete operations, keeping the keys of the
involved node in order incurs a lot of write accesses. Let’s look
at the total write number in an insert operation. The first term,
Wcomins in (16), comes from making space for the inserted
key (and pointer) by shifting those keys behind the inserted
position. For the total write number in a delete operation, the
first term, Wcomdel in (23), comes from the similar way, filling
the space of the deleted key by shifting those keys behind
the deleted position. Therefore, the write costs of Wcomins and
Wcomdel come from keeping all the keys in the node in order.
To reduce these terms, one efficient solution is to leave the
node unsorted.
Chen et al. [7] proposed three PCM-friendly variants of
B+ -tree with unsorted node schemes: 1) unsorted with all the
nonleaf and leaf nodes unsorted; 2) unsorted leaf with sorted
nonleaf nodes but unsorted leaf nodes; and 3) unsorted leaf
with bitmap in which each unsorted leaf node uses a bitmap
to record valid locations. In the unsorted scheme, since all
the nodes are unsorted, a search incurs a lot of computation
overhead because we have to use linear search in every node of
the search path. In the unsorted leaf scheme, we can choose
the better one from binary search and linear search in the
sorted nonleaf nodes and we use linear search in the only one
unsorted target leaf. Therefore, it can achieve similar search
performance to the original B+ -tree whose nodes are all sorted.
Moreover, since most of the write accesses occur in the leaf
nodes, the unsorted leaf scheme also captures the benefits to
reduce the write accesses in the unsorted leaf nodes. Let us
look at how this unsorted leaf scheme modifies our cost model.
For a search operation, as mentioned above, either linear
search or binary search algorithm can be used in all the h − 1
sorted nonleaf nodes along the search path of length h; at the
end of the path, in the unsorted target leaf node, we have to
search keys one by one. We can easily combine the terms in
Table II to get the cost model for the search operation of the
unsorted leaf scheme.
A “common insertion” to a leaf does not need to shift half
the keys on average in the node; it only attaches the inserted
key at the end as the last key. Therefore, at most two cache
lines are needed to be written, one for the inserted key, and
the other for updating the node length if they are not in the
same cache line. Common insertions to nonleaf nodes have the
same cost model with (13), and only splits incur insertions into
nonleaf nodes. So the probability of a common insertion to a
nonleaf node can be estimated by Psplit in (15). The Wcomins
for the unsorted⎧leaf scheme is
⎨ 1, if leaf and node_size = cacheline_size
Wcomins_usl = 2, if leaf and node_size > cacheline_size
⎩
Wcomins in eq.(13),
if nonleaf.
(26)
Although the unsorted leaf scheme reduces the cost of common insertions, it makes splits more costly, not only on CPU
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execution time but also on memory accesses. To split a full
unsorted leaf, we need to sort the keys first, and then split the
sorted leaf to two nodes as the original sorted B+ -tree does.
In-place Quicksort is used as the sorting algorithm, whose
average time complexity is O(n log2 n) (actually when the
number of items to be sorted is small, say less than 6, a simple comparison sort is used). Then the CPU overhead due to
a split of the unsorted leaf is
Tsplit_leaf_usl = αs × (b − 1) log2 (b − 1)

(27)

where αs is the CPU time unit of the sorting algorithm.
The write number incurred by splitting an unsorted leaf can
be estimated by

node_size/2
node_size
Wsplit_leaf_usl =
+
(28)
cacheline_size
cacheline_size
in which the first term denotes the leaf node itself and the
second term denotes the new allocated node. Additional space
cost by the sorting algorithm is ignored.
Psplit_leaf describes the weight how Tsplit_leaf_usl and
Wsplit_leaf_usl affect the total CPU time and the total write
access number. From (15)
Psplit_leaf =

1
.
f ·b−1

(29)

It can be found that when the branching factor b is small,
Psplit and Psplit_leaf might be large enough so that the split
costs have considerable impacts on the overall CPU time and
write access number.
We notice that Psplit_leaf × Tsplit_leaf_usl is ∼ αs ×
log2 (b − 1), which indicates that for each insert operation,
the CPU overhead is not small to sort a full unsorted node
before its split. We propose the sub-balanced unsorted node
scheme in the next section to reduce such costs in existing
unsorted node schemes.
For small bs and small node_sizes, the unsorted leaf scheme
might be inefficient to reduce the write number because the
reduction on Wcomins is not significant and splits might incur
more write accesses than the original B+ -tree algorithm. Fig. 2
shows the relative write access number of the unsorted leaf
scheme compared to the original B+ -tree algorithm, according
to different branching factors and different node sizes, in which
write number> 1 means the total write access number of the
unsorted leaf scheme is even larger than that of the original
B+ -tree algorithm. Therefore, from Fig. 2, we can find that
when the branching factor b and the node size node_size are
small, e.g., b ≤ 10 and node_size ≤ 4, the unsorted leaf
scheme cannot efficiently reduce the total write number. We
propose the overflow node scheme in the following section to
cope with such cases with small bs and node_sizes.
For the delete operation in the unsorted leaf scheme, a “common deletion” from a leaf does not need to shift half the keys
on average in the node either; it only puts the last key at the
deleted position and decreases the node length. Therefore, at
most two cache lines are modified in a common deletion from
a leaf. Therefore, it can reduce the write accesses incurred
by keeping the node in order. To reduce the write accesses
incurred by the other source, tree reorganization, in unsorted
node schemes, a node, either a leaf or nonleaf, will not be

Fig. 2. Relative write access number of the unsorted leaf scheme compared
to the original B+ -tree algorithm according to different branching factors and
different node sizes.

deleted unless there is no key in it. However, such delete algorithm may waste a lot of space when there are a lot of delete
operations, and even degrade the search performance greatly.
In the original B+ -tree algorithm, to delete a key from a halffull node, will either borrow a key from or merge with one
of its sibling nodes, which incurs a lot of write accesses. We
propose the merging factor scheme in the following section
which makes a compromise with neither too much space nor
too many write accesses.
IV. A LGORITHMS
Our goal is to make B+ -tree NVM-friendly. Due to NVMs
asymmetric characteristics between read and write and its limited lifetime, we aim to reduce the number of write accesses
that are involved in insert and delete operations as well as
to keep the new indexing method efficient for search operations. According to the issues found by our analysis in
Section III-F that the existing unsorted node schemes suffer from, we introduce three schemes, i.e., the sub-balanced
unsorted node scheme, the overflow node scheme, and the
merging factor scheme. They can improve the performance
and reduce the write accesses in the cases where the unsorted
node schemes are inefficient.
A. Sub-Balanced Unsorted Node Scheme
The existing unsorted node schemes sort the keys in a full
unsorted node before split it, and then the two consequent
nodes have to be at least half full to keep the tree balanced.
As shown above, the sorting overhead is considerable. In our
sub-balanced unsorted node scheme, we propose that the nodes
can be less than half full, i.e., unbalanced, after the split from
a full unsorted node. With this scheme, during a split of a full
unsorted node, we only need to choose a pivot to assign the
keys into two nodes, of which one holds the keys greater than
the pivot, and the other holds the rest keys. Since we do not
need to sort all the keys in the full unsorted node before the
split, the intensive computation of sorting is saved.
To choose a good pivot is very important to keep the tree
balanced and hence efficient. However, to choose the perfect
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(c)

Fig. 3. Example of the overflow node scheme. (a) B+ -tree with overflow factor = 2; search a record with key 67. (b) Insert a record with key 64 to the
tree; then Node 4 splits to a new overflow node Node 6 and its overflow depth becomes 2 reaching the overflow factor. (c) Insert a record with key 68 to the
tree; then Node 5 splits to a new node Node 7, and Nodes 4–7 become independent leaves, and a set of keys are inserted to their parent node Node 2; then
Node 2 splits to a new node Node 8, and a key is inserted to its parent node Node 0.

pivot, which results in two half-full nodes, is as complex as
to sort the keys, i.e., O(n log2 n). We may use the middle
key value, keymiddle = (keymax + keymin )/2, as the pivot. We
need to find the maximum key (keymax ) and the minimum
key (keymin ) in the node first. Experiment results show that
keymiddle is usually a very good choice. The time complexity
of this scheme for a split is O(n).
The sub-balanced unsorted node scheme also saves the additional space required by the sorting algorithm and reduces
some memory accesses. In sub-balanced unsorted leaf scheme,
the unbalanced leaf nodes have little impact on the search
performance.
B. Overflow Node Scheme
When the branching factor b and the node size node_size
are both small (b ≤ 10 and node_size ≤ 4 as shown in Fig. 2),
the unsorted leaf scheme cannot reduce the total write access
number at all. The reason is that, when b and node_size are
small, an insertion to or a deletion from a node will probably
incur a write access to the whole node, no matter if the node is
sorted or unsorted. Moreover, when b and node_size are small,
a great portion of write accesses come from tree reorganizations, and the unsorted node schemes are not able to reduce
such write accesses. The overflow node scheme is designed
to reduce the write accesses incurred by tree reorganization
operations, i.e., splits and merges.
In the original B+ -tree, a split of a leaf node would involve
write accesses to at least three nodes: 1) the original leaf node
which splits; 2) the new leaf node to split to; and 3) the parent node. The overflow node scheme postpones the update to
the parent node by splitting the leaf node to an overflow node,
and later execute several updates in batches in the parent node
after many more splits occur in its child nodes. Because each
update involves a certain number of cache line writes, to execute several updates together will save a lot of write accesses.
Similarly, for delete operations, since a leaf node can merge
with an overflow node which does not require an update to
the parent node, the write accesses are also reduced.
In our overflow node scheme, a leaf node can have one or
more overflow nodes, and all the nodes are sorted. The overflow nodes have the same structure with ordinary leaf nodes.
Here are two important definitions in this scheme.
Definition 2: The overflow depth of a leaf node is the number of overflow nodes it attached; the overflow depth of the
overflow nodes are the same with the first leaf node.

For example, if a leaf node has no overflow node, its overflow depth is 0; if a leaf node has one overflow node, the
overflow depths of both the leaf node and the overflow node
are 1. Only when the overflow depth of a leaf node reaches
the overflow factor of the tree, the next split will cause a reorganization of the tree, in which all the overflow nodes of the
leaf node become independent leaf nodes with an overflow
depth of 0 and a set of keys are inserted into the parent node
all at once.
In the implementation, we maintain the overflow factor of
the tree as a global variable, and we modify the structure of
leaf nodes to keep the overflow information for each leaf
node. We add the overflow depth and an overflow pointer
that points to the following overflow node to the original leaf
node structure. The overflow depth costs 1 byte since 255 is
large enough for a possible overflow factor. Because all the
overflow nodes of a leaf node has the same overflow depth, we
only update it in the 0th overflow node each time it changes
to reduce the number of writes. The overflow pointer is a
normal pointer which costs four bytes for each leaf node in
a 32-bit machine. For nodesize = 2 cache lines, the space
overhead to keep the overflow information in a leaf node is
(1+4)/(64×2) ≈ 4%, assuming the cache line size is 64 bytes.
For nodesize = 4 cache lines, the overhead is about 2%. This
overhead has little impact on the performance of the algorithm.
1) Insert: Fig. 3 shows an example of the insertion to a
B+ -tree whose overflow factor is 2. Fig. 3(a) is the tree before
insertion. It has six nodes labeled from 0 to 5, and each node is
able to store up to three keys. Node 4 is a leaf node, and it has
an overflow node, Node 5. Fig. 3(b) depicts inserting a record
with key 64 to the tree. Node 4 splits to a new overflow node,
Node 6, and the overflow depth of Node 4 becomes 2, reaching
the overflow factor of the tree. Fig. 3(c) presents the result of
the next insertion, inserting key 68 to Node 5. First, Node 5 has
to split to a new node Node 7. Second, because the overflow
depth of Node 5 has already reached the overflow factor, all
the four leaf nodes, i.e., Nodes 4–7, become independent leaf
nodes, and their overflow depths are reset to 0. Third, we
need to send all the index information for each independent
leaf node to the parent node, so we insert Node 2 with a set
of three <key, pointer> tuples at once. Then Node 2 is full
and has to split to a new node, Node 8, and at last we need
to insert a key to its parent node, Node 0. From this example,
we can find that the overflow node scheme has the ability to
postpone the insertions to the parent node incurred by splits
and deal with several updates in batches.
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2) Search: It is easy to search a key with our overflow
node scheme. Like in the original B+ -tree, we can locate the
first leaf node, or the 0th overflow node, that may contain
the key. Then we check its overflow depth to see if it has
overflow nodes. If it has no overflow node, this leaf node is
the only target leaf node that may contain the key, so we
can execute either binary search or linear search within the
node to find out the key. Otherwise, we first compare the key
with the last key, also the greatest key, of the leaf node. If
the key is no greater than the last key, this leaf node is the
target leaf node; otherwise, we follow the overflow pointer to
its overflow node, and then check if the overflow node is the
target leaf node; and so on. For example, we search key 67
in the B+ -tree in Fig. 3(a). We first locate the first leaf node
that may contain key 67, i.e., Node 4. As we find that Node 4
has an overflow node, we compare key 67 with the last key
in Node 4, i.e., key 65. key 67 is greater, so we directly enter
the overflow node, Node 5. Since Node 5 does not have an
overflow node, we execute a binary or linear search in Node 5
to find key 67. With our overflow node scheme, the path to
search a key might be longer, so the overflow node scheme
may affect the search performance.
3) Delete: The delete operation of the overflow node
scheme is similar to the original B+ -tree algorithm. To delete
a key, We first find the key in the target leaf node, and then
check if the node is half-full. If not, or the node is the root
node, simply delete the key in the node; otherwise borrow
a key from or merge with a neighbor node. In the original
B+ -tree, the neighbor node must be a right or left sibling
node. In the overflow node scheme, however, the neighbor
node can be either a left or right overflow node, or a left or
right sibling node. In our algorithm, an overflow node is preferred to a sibling node, because either to borrow a key from or
to merge with a sibling node needs to write the parent node,
which incurs an extra write access. Therefore, the overflow
node scheme has the ability to postpone the updates in the
parent node involved by a borrow or merge, thus reducing the
write accesses incurred by a deletion from a half-full leaf node
compared with the original B+ -tree.
C. Merging Factor Scheme
In the unsorted node schemes, a node will not be deleted
unless there is no key in it. Such a delete algorithm removes
most of the writes that may be involved by tree reorganizations
due to deletions. However, for applications with a large amount
of delete operations, this delete algorithm may waste too much
space and even degrade the performance of the tree.
In the original B+ -tree, when a key is deleted from a node,
it needs to merge with a sibling node if they are both half full.
However, it seems too early to merge two nodes when they
just become less than half full. On one hand, after a merge,
the resulting node is 100% full, not a stable state since an
insertion will cause it to split. On the other hand, after a split,
the resulting two nodes are both half-full, also not a stable state
since a deletion may cause them to borrow keys or to merge.
Therefore, to reduce the write accesses that may be incurred
by such unstable states, we propose the merging factor scheme
which looses the merging conditions of the original B+ -tree.
There are two important definitions in this scheme.

TABLE III
S IMULATION S ETUP

Definition 3: The filling degree of a node is the ratio of the
number of keys in the node to the maximum number of keys
that the node can contain.
Definition 4: The merging factor of a B+ -tree algorithm is
the filling degree when two neighbor nodes need to merge
with each other if a key is to be deleted from one of them.
The filling degree is in the range of [0–1], describing a
node’s full state, in which 0 means empty and 1 means full.
The merging factor should be in range of [0–0.5], and the
merging factor of the original B+ -tree algorithm is 0.5 and
the merging factor of the unsorted node schemes is 0.
In the merging factor scheme, the merging factor can be
defined less than 0.5, in order to reduce the write accesses
caused by early merges. As the merging factor decreases, the
merging condition is loosen, and merges occur less frequently
so that the involved write accesses are saved. However, if the
merging factor is too small, the leaves become sparse or even
near empty and thus a lot of space is wasted.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we first introduce our simulation setup, and
then present the experiment results.
A. Simulation Setup
We build a pin-based simulator to model a 64-bit out-oforder processor and different NVM-based memory systems.
Pin is a dynamic binary instrumentation framework from
Intel, supporting computer architecture analysis for IA-32 and
x86-64 instruction-set architectures [31]. For cache architecture, we model two levels of cache, including separate L1I and
L1D cache each of size 32 kB, and a large L2 cache of size
2 MB. The cache line size is 64 bytes. For main memory, we
tailor the simulator to support PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM
models. The processor and memory system configurations are
summarized in Table III.
B. Results for the Unsorted Node Schemes
We compare the unsorted leaf scheme and our sub-balanced
unsorted leaf scheme with the original B+ -tree for PCM,
STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based main memory systems under
the insert-, search-, and delete-only workloads. The insert-only
workload inserts one million records with random keys to an
empty tree; the search-only workload searches every record
of a tree with one million records in a random order; and the
delete-only workload randomly deletes half the records from
a tree holding one million records. We use binary search for
searching in all the levels of sorted nonleaf nodes, and use
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Fig. 4. Comparison among B+ -tree, the unsorted leaf scheme, and our sub-balanced unsorted leaf scheme in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems
for an insert-only workload (insert one million records with random keys to an empty tree). The results are normalized to those of B+ -tree with node_size = 2.
(a) PCM execution time. (b) STT-RAM execution time. (c) ReRAM execution time. (d) Instruction count. (e) PCM memory energy consumption. (f) STT-RAM
memory energy consumption. (g) ReRAM memory energy consumption. (h) Read access count. (i) Write access count.

linear search for searching in the unsorted leaves. The key
type we use is 16-byte string. For the insert- and search-only
workloads, we evaluate the node sizes from 2 to 16 cache
lines. For the delete-only workload, we test the node size of 4
cache lines. A tree with one million records is large enough to
cause a high last level (L2) cache miss rate. The L2 miss rate
for the insert- or delete-only workload is 4%–10% with the
increase of the node sizes; and for the search-only workload,
it ranges from 20% to 60%.
Fig. 4 presents the comparison results for the insert-only
workload, and all the results are normalized to the result of
the original B+ -tree with node_size = 2. Fig. 4(a)–(c) shows
the execution time in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based
systems, respectively. Compared with the original B+ -tree,
the execution time of the unsorted leaf scheme is similar in
PCM-based system; however, it is increased by 1.2%–13.8%
in STT-RAM-based system, and by 1.3%–10.9% in ReRAM
based system, among different node sizes. The reason is that,
although the unsorted leaf scheme reduces the write access
count significantly as the node size increases as shown in
Fig. 4(i), the instruction count as well as the read access count
rise greatly as shown in Fig. 4(d) and (h). Since the unsorted
leaf scheme reduces the write access count by 19.8%–100%
(19.3%–62.1% if not normalized to the result of the original
B+ -tree with node_size = 2) when node_size ranges from 4
to 16 cacheline_size, it reduces the memory energy consumption a lot, 15.0%–66.8% for the PCM-based main memory,
13.8%–58.8% for the STT-RAM-based main memory, and
15.7%–72.2% for the ReRAM-based main memory.
Compared with the unsorted leaf scheme, our sub-balanced
unsorted leaf scheme reduces the execution time by removing
the CPU-intensive sorting before splits in all PCM, STT-RAM,
and ReRAM systems. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the execution
time is decreased to the extent even better than that of the
original B+ -tree, in PCM-based system. In STT-RAM and
ReRAM-based systems, the execution time is reduced by
1.1%–5.5% among different node sizes, as shown in Fig. 4(b)
and (c). Fig. 4(d) shows that the instruction count is decreases
in sub-balanced unsorted leaf scheme compared with the
unsorted leaf scheme. It has similar read and write access
counts and memory energy consumption in PCM, STT-RAM,

and ReRAM systems to the unsorted leaf scheme, as shown
in Fig. 4(c)–(e), (h), and (i).
When node_size = 2 (b = 6), from Fig. 4(i), we find
that neither of the two unsorted leaf schemes can reduce the
write access count. From Fig. 4(a)–(c) and (e)–(g), they cannot
reduce the execution time and memory energy consumption
either. That is why we propose the overflow node scheme for
small node_sizes and small bs. As the node size increases, both
the two unsorted leaf schemes demonstrate their efficiency in
reducing the write access count and the total memory energy
consumption compared with the original B+ -tree; however, in
the meanwhile, the read access count increases.
Fig. 5 demonstrates how the two unsorted leaf schemes
affect the search performance compared with original B+ -tree.
In this experiment, we search every record of a tree with
one million records in a random order. The results show that
when node_size = 2, 4, 8 (b = 6, 13, 25), the two unsorted
leaf schemes incur little or affordable performance overhead
or memory energy consumption overhead. However, when
node_size = 16 (b = 51), compared with B+ -tree, they have
9.3% increase in execution time and 13.3% increase in total
memory energy consumption for PCM-based system, 15.4%
increase in execution time and 15.0% increase in total memory
energy consumption for STT-RAM-based system, and 15.1%
increase in execution time and 12.2% increase in total memory
energy consumption for ReRAM-based system. It is because
as the branching factor increases, the cost (instruction count
and read access count) of linear search in the unsorted leaves
becomes higher; when the branching factor is large enough,
the cost of linear search becomes dominant, as shown in
Fig. 5(d) and (h). The write access count stays stable for the
search-only workload, among different node sizes and different
B+ -tree schemes as shown in Fig. 5(i). These results indicate
that, although the unsorted leaf scheme and the sub-balanced
unsorted leaf scheme can reduce the write count more efficiently for larger branching factors in insert operations, they
may degrade the search performance significantly.
For delete operations, the unsorted leaf scheme and the subbalanced unsorted leaf scheme have shorter execution time
than the original B+ -tree in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAMbased systems when node_size = 4, as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5. Comparison among B+ -tree, the unsorted leaf scheme, and our sub-balanced unsorted leaf scheme in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems
for a search-only workload (search every record of a tree with one million records in random order). The results are normalized to those of B+ -tree with
node_size = 2. (a) PCM execution time. (b) STT-RAM execution time. (c) ReRAM execution time. (d) Instruction count. (e) PCM memory energy consumption.
(f) STT-RAM memory energy consumption. (g) ReRAM memory energy consumption. (h) Read access count. (i) Write access count.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Comparison results of the overflow node schemes for (a) insert-only and (b) search-only workloads in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems
when node_size = 2 and b = 6 (normalized to the B+ -tree results).

The reason is that, they remove the CPU-intensive sorting
in each delete operation. For the delete-only workload, when
the merging factor mgf = 0.5, the unsorted leaf scheme
reduces the instruction count by 4.8%, and saves the execution time by 3.8%, 4.1%, and 4.1% in PCM, STT-RAM,
and ReRAM-based systems, respectively, compared with the
original B+ -tree; the sub-balanced unsorted leaf node scheme
reduces the instruction count by 5.3%, and saves the execution time by 4.5%, 4.6%, and 4.6% in PCM, STT-RAM,
and ReRAM-based systems, respectively. Their read and write
access counts, and memory energy consumptions in PCM,
STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems, and memory space
usages are similar to those of the original B+ -tree for the
delete-only workload when mgf = 0.5. We also find that, when
node_size = 4, the unsorted leaf node scheme and the subbalanced leaf node scheme cannot reduce the write accesses
efficiently in delete operations.
C. Results for the Overflow Node Scheme
We evaluate the overflow node scheme for the cases of
small node sizes and branching factors in PCM, STT-RAM,
and ReRAM-based systems. Fig. 6 presents the results of
the overflow node scheme with overflow factors (ovf) from
1 to 4 when node_size = 2 and b = 6. For the

insert-only workload, as Fig. 6(a) shows, the overflow
node scheme reduces the write count by 6.2%–12.9%, and
saves memory energy by 4.0%–8.3% in PCM-based system,
by 3.5%–7.1% in STT-RAM-based system, and by 4.3%–9.0%
in ReRAM-based system, as the overflow factor increases from
1 to 4, without hurting the performance. This demonstrates
the effectiveness of the overflow node scheme to reduce the
write accesses in insert operations. However, for the searchonly workload, the overflow node scheme increases the read
access number by 0.4%–12.2%, as shown in Fig. 6(b), and thus
incurs about 1.6%–5.2% performance overhead and increases
the total memory energy consumption by 2.0%–8.6% in PCM,
STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems, with the overflow factor from 1 to 4. Therefore, when considering the performance
and memory energy consumption of both the insert and search
operations, ovf = 1 and ovf = 2 are two good choices.
For delete operations, Fig. 7 shows the results of the overflow node scheme with node_size = 4 and ovf = 2. Compared
with the original B+ -tree, it decreases the write accesses by
16.0% when mgf = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 7(j), because
the write accesses due to merge and borrow are reduced
since a leaf node can borrow keys from and merge with an
overflow node without updating the parent node. In PCMbased system, it reduces the execution time by 3.2% when
mgf = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 7(a). However, in STT-RAM
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Fig. 7. Results of the merging factor scheme in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems for a delete-only workload (randomly delete half the records
from a tree holding one million records with random keys) with node_size = 4 (normalized to the B+ -tree results). (a) PCM execution time. (b) STTRAM execution time. (c) ReRAM execution time. (d) Instruction count. (e) PCM memory energy consumption. (f) STT-RAM memory energy consumption.
(g) ReRAM memory energy consumption. (h) Memory space usage. (i) Read access count. (j) Write access count.

and ReRAM-based systems, the execution time is similar to
that of the original B+ -tree, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c).
This is because the write latencies of STT-RAM and ReRAM
are much shorter than that of PCM, and the reductions of
write accesses in STT-RAM and ReRAM-based systems have
less impact on the execution time than in PCM-based system. Moreover, Fig. 7(e)–(g) shows that the overflow node
scheme saves memory energy consumption by 13.2%, 12.5%,
and 13.7% in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems,
respectively. These benefits come at the cost of 21.2% more
memory space, as shown in Fig. 7(h). The reason is that a leaf
can be sparser before incurring a merge since it can borrow
keys from either an overflow node or a neighbor node.
D. Results for the Merging Factor Scheme
The merging factor scheme is implemented with the merging factor from 0 to 0.5. We evaluate the original B+ -tree,
the unsorted leaf node scheme, the sub-balanced unsorted leaf
node scheme, and the overflow node scheme with ovf = 2,
in PCM, STT-RAM, and ReRAM-based systems, for a deleteonly workload. The results are shown in Fig. 7. It can be found
that with the decrease of the merging factor from 0.5 to 0, the
write accesses of all the four schemes are decreased (up to
∼40%) and so are their execution time, instruction count, read
access count, and memory energy consumption (decreased by
up to ∼35%). However, the space usage is increased dramatically (up to ∼2.5×). For MMDB applications, space efficiency
is also an important goal for algorithm design. With the merging factor scheme, a proper merging factor can be chosen
to make better tradeoffs among execution time, total wear,
memory energy, and space usage.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Among the emerging NVM technologies, PCM, STT-RAM,
and ReRAM, are becoming promising to build future

energy-efficient main memory systems. They will benefit
MMDB systems with their nice features. This paper focuses
on making B+ -tree NVM-friendly. A new algorithm design
goal is to reduce the write accesses that have long latency,
high energy consumption, and endurance issues. In this paper,
we present a basic cost model for NVM-based memory systems, which distinguishes writes from reads according to
NVM’s asymmetric read/write characteristics, and also formulate the CPU costs and memory accesses for search, insert,
and delete operations on a B+ -tree. We use the model to
analyze the existing NVM-friendly B+ -tree schemes, i.e.,
the unsorted node schemes, and find that they suffer from
three problems. Consequently, we propose three schemes to
address these challenges: 1) the sub-balanced unsorted node
scheme; 2) the overflow node scheme; and 3) the merging factor scheme. Experimental results show that they can provide
more algorithm options for making tradeoffs among performance improvement, NVM lifetime extension, memory energy
saving, and space usage reduction under different workloads.
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